NEW

ODOR CONTROL
Advanced Formula

✅ Easy Cleanup  ✅ Durable  ✅ Built to Last
**NEW! Wee-Wee® Odor Control Waste Bags**

Durable, sturdy bags designed for sanitary disposal of waste. Unscented, these bags are perfect for those with fragrance sensitivity.

- **Refill** 120 ct. Bags (8 Rolls)
  - Item # 100524775
  - Item # 100524774

- **Refill** 315 ct. Bags (21 Rolls)
  - Item # 100524775
  - Item # 100524774

**Wee-Wee® Waste Manager™ Waste Bag Dispenser**

Bone-shaped waste bag dispenser holds any standard size roll of waste bags and dispenses bags one at a time. Dispenser includes two (2) 15 ct. rolls of large leak-proof bags. Bag refills sold separately.

- **Dispenser** 30 ct. Bags (2 Rolls)
  - Item # 100202143

**NEW! Wee-Wee® Wall-Mount Waste Bag Dispensing System & Refill**

The Wee-Wee® wall-mount bottom-pull waste bag dispenser conveniently stores and dispenses waste bags. It’s designed to either hang from an existing hook, or it can be mounted to walls or doors using the included mounting tape.

- **Dispenser** 200 ct. Bags (1 Roll)
  - Item # 100524778

**Wee-Wee® Disposable Bags**

A convenient, one-at-a-time dispenser box that’s extremely easy to use. Bags are durable and scented with a baby powder fragrance to mask odor.

- **Box 25 ct. Bags (Folded)**
  - Item # 100202133
  - Item # 100202134

**Wee-Wee® Waste Manager™ Scooper with Attaching Bags**

Convenient and easy to use. Attached bags keep scooper clean and pet owners never have to touch their pet's mess!

- **Scooper** 10 ct. Bags (1 Roll)
  - Item # 100203171

**Wee-Wee® Alien's Spring-Action Scooper for Grass**

The Scooper is designed for grass. Made of durable plastic with a wide handle for a comfortable grip.

- **Regular for Grass, Black**
  - Item # 100203160
- **X-Large for Grass, Black**
  - Item # 100203165

**NEW! Wee-Wee® Wall-Mounted Waste Bag Dispenser Refill Roll**

Center-dispensing Wee-Wee® Odor Control Waste Bags are durable, sturdy bags designed for sanitary disposal of waste.

- **Refill** 200 ct. Bags (1 Roll)
  - Item # 100524777